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Crows

are lively animals
of our city sky

In the fourth session of the workshop which was held on 17 July
2012, Mr. Saeid Sadat-Niya – an architect and painter_ spoke about
the inspirations behind his works in a presentation titled “Neighbors; The Perspective of Life in Tehran”. What follows is an summary of the session:
What inspired this workshop was the impulse to introduce the works
of Mr. Saeid Sadat_Niya. He was attracted to drawing and painting from
childhood. In 1969, Mr. Sadat_Niya started to study for a B.A. in Drawing
in the Faculty of Fine Arts in Tehran University. He later quits, but spends
           
colleagues. When he is hiking, he makes drawings of nature. And when
he is walking through the streets of Tehran, he makes drawings of cats
and crows!
In this workshop, Mr. Sadat_Niya spoke about the character of crows_
these ancient neighbors of mankind in all societies. “These [the crows]
may be the silent memory of the history of our city which we cannot recall,” he told the participants. Mr. Sadat-Niya even refers to the collective
spirit of the crows. He even refers to their sense of pride and authority. A
summary of his key remarks on this are as follows:
“They always want to be above others and be dominant on what goes
on under. This is rooted in their strength and their mature spirit. It is as if
they have achieved maturity much longer before men. At rooftops and
over the walls, sitting next to motionless building materials, and above
antennas and chimneys, the crows are lively animals which in one way or
              
our understanding of the city is constantly changing and provides a vivid
picture of the city in our brain.”
Cats are other animals that live on rooftops and at top of the walls.
A close attention to their movements and watching from close how fast
they move will provide useful clues about their personality. As opposed to
the sense of proud and humbleness in crows, these species are cuddly
                ing or coiling. Their strange way of communicating with each other is also
the subject of many drawings. Their unique behavior in mating season or
the way painters have portrayed them from various angles at the top of
the walls or on rooftops manifest their secret world that still needs to be
discovered. Cats are neighbors for whom walls provide no privacy; rather,
there are mostly meant to be used for play purposes. The walls are in fact
symbols of their everyday life, a means to be used for commuting and to
keep the life going on. A part of the city life only gets sense only through
the existence of cats and of course crows. The “caw! caw!” calls of the
crows that you hear among the trees or the “meow! meow!” calls of the
cats that you hear at nights gives us an understanding about the common
noises of the city. These altogether make up a part of our understanding
of city perspective. The smooth and conservative walking that a cat takes
when moving over the rooftops or the crows landing on and rising from
rooftops provide a presentation of city life which is an inseparable part of
Tehran perspective. If looked at them through this perspective, the cats
and the crows are not merely animals that must be gotten rid of; rather,
they are lively animals whose existence in cities is mixed with the lives of
people and their behavior and their memories. Cats, we and the crows
each have a role in the play of the city life – a play which provides the
perspective of the city. Tehran has a different meaning without its cats and
crows. It would be a city which is no longer Tehran. Anywhere, anytime,
         minds one of our current city life.
In the end, we should remember that all existence in our city has the
right to live. Rivers, valleys, animals and trees all have a share to be
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just equal to ours. Perhaps, it is us who are threatening their life, not
them threatening our cities. It may be because of this that birds have
escaped our city and only die hard, very old crows have stayed. Our city
is no longer a crossing point for migrating swallows. But the cats and the
crows are neighbors who will help us have a more memorable and more
familiar city if we respect their citizenship rights – a city with a lively and
vivid perspective.
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